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Experience a journey far beyond your imagination with the crew of the Starship Enterprise™ in "A 
Final Unity." Your mission is to maintain the integrity of the galaxy. Maneuver the U.S.S. 
Enterprise within a 3-D tactical space. Beam down Away Teams to investigate alien planets. 
Explore any of the hundreds of stars within known space. Use the vast resources of the Starship 
Enterprise to meet the challenges that await.
* Command the ship from the bridge or engineering.
* Configure Away Teams with any of the seven main characters and control each member 

individually.
* Explore unknown regions away from the main story line.
* Music, sound effects and characterizations faithful to the TV series enhance the STAR TREK: 

THE NEXT GENERATION experience
* Brilliant 3-D Super VGA graphics
Coming soon for IBM CD-ROM! Call 1-800-695-GAME for ordering information.

System requirements
This preview of STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION "A Final Unity" for IBM CD-ROM requires
an IBM 25MHz 80386 compatible, Windows 3.1, 4MB RAM, Super VGA (256 colors in 640x480 
resolution), a CD-ROM and a Sound Blaster compatible card.

Loading instructions
To run this preview from the File Manager, first change to the TREKDEMO directory. Then 
double-click on "PLAYDEMO.EXE" in that directory. Press the "Esc" key or "Alt-F4" to end the 
demo.

Installation instructions
If this preview is not running satisfactorily, you can improve its performance by temporarily 
installing it to your hard drive. 
1. Exit Windows completely.
2. Change to the TREKDEMO directory on the CD-ROM. For example, type "D:" and then "CD\

TREKDEMO" if your CD-ROM is in drive D.
3. Use the included installer to install the demo to your hard drive. Type "DOSINST <CD-ROM 

drive> <destination drive>" at the DOS prompt. For example, type "DOSINST D: C:" to install 
the demo from drive D to drive C.

4. The installer will automatically create a directory on your hard drive called TREKDEMO.
5. Return to Windows and run the demo from the File Manager.

Notes
If you have an ATI Graphics Ultra Pro graphics card, you may experience graphic glitches during 
the animation. This problem can be solved by upgrading to version 2.2 of the Mach32 drivers 
(which can be downloaded from our Customer Support BBS at 510-522-8909).


